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ABSTRACT
Building Z at Kommos is built into one of the Late Minoan shipsheds of
Building P; its major phase of use is in the Middle Geometric period. The
pottery from the building, including earlierIronAge materialand some from
post-use deposition, is fully published here. The totality gives the opportunity of seeing the various contemporaryproductsof the Mesara in fuller detail than is providedby other published sets of material.The purpose of the
building is unclear,but it appearsto have serveda subsidiaryfunction to that
of the temple to the north.
The excavations in 1992 at Kommos, South Crete, included the thorough
investigation of the third gallery of the Late Minoan IIIA Building P.'
This large structure lies at the southern foot of the seaside hill on which
the Bronze Age settlement, and later the temple and associated structures
of the Iron Age, were located.A sounding in 1980 (trench36B) had sampled
the specific area, through deep sand, and in 1985 an area further west,
seaward, had been investigated (trenches 65A1 and 2; here the stratigraphy was poorly preserved,due largely to erosion). Middle Geometric material from 36B was interpreted as dumped fill from the temple area, such
as was found in quantity a little to the north. It was not wholly surprising,
however, that in 1992 excavators in trench 82A came down on a habitation area of the Geometric period, immediately dubbed Building Z in the
1. This is the second of a planned
series of three supplementaryarticles
on the Iron Age pottery from excavations at Kommos,under the direction
of JosephW. Shaw,Universityof
Toronto.The bulk of the materialis
now included in Kommos IV (Callaghan
andJohnston 2000), that from the store
building Qhas alreadybeen published
(Johnston 1993), while a third will deal
with a range of materialof general
ceramicinterest.As ever,I am indebted

to Prof Shaw for materialand financial
support,as also to the British Academy
and UniversityCollege London
(Facultyof Social and Historical
Sciences,GraduateSchool, and Institute of Archaeology)for grantsto assist
my work.
I am gratefulto Jenny Doole, who
made the drawings(save for 14, 64, and
98, drawnby Nikki Holmes), and to
TaylorDabney for the photographsof
some recalcitrantmaterial.The prin-

cipal trenchmasterswereJos6e
Sabourin(81B), LaraTabac (82), and
Gordon Nixon (83C).
It should be noted that what I term
here, for reasonsof abbreviation,
"BuildingZ" (or "mainphase"in
Fig. 1:b) is called "BuildingZ, phase II"
in Kommos IV, with phase I being my
"earlierstructures"(Fig. 1:a).All
measurementsare in centimetersunless
otherwise specified.
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sequential series (Fig. 1). A preliminary report has alreadypresented the
architecturalevidence and touched on the characterof the finds, ceramic
and other.2The aim of this article is to present the ceramic material recovered from within and immediately adjacent to Building Z, which gives a
good cross-section of the appearance,and to a certain extent development,
of local pottery styles ca. 800-725 B.C. This is the period in which the new
temple B was built to the north; the pottery from Z very usefully supplements that from the sacral area.3Finds from the earlier Iron Age levels
(Fig. 1:a) are very scrappy,but the material is almost wholly discrete from
that recovered from the main phase of use above; in particular,the "typefossils" of the two periods, the earlier bell-cup and the later flat-based,
one-handled, black-glazed cup, are stratigraphicallydistinct. The subtitle
of this article reflects the main period of use, although indeed the earlier
phase is also treated below. The study is in a sense a supplement to the
broadertreatment in Kommos IV of both the sanctuaryfinds and Building
Z, and I am therefore sparing in recounting the details published there, as
in reviewing the range of contacts between Kommos and other areassuggested by the pottery.
Regrettably,as is the case for much of the material from the southern
area of the site, time has not been kind to the ceramic remains, which
consist mainly of small, worn, and often isolated sherds. Nonetheless, the
material is of interest because of its relatively well stratified context. The
picture that we have of the later Geometric pottery of the Mesara is the
result of study by a number of scholars, who will be cited as appropriate
below; the pottery from Building Z provides a significant check on their
conclusions.
The building concerned (Fig. 1:b) was inserted into the shipshed P3
by the construction, from nearby debris, of a cross-wall and a form of
buttress wall up against the still-standing north wall of P3; the latter was
presumablybuilt to lessen the span of the roof, from 5.90 to 4.70 m.4 The
west end of the structurewas not preserved and so its length remains uncertain, though it is likely that it terminated at the still-standing east end
of Building P.The base of the newly constructed walls is at 3.95 masl. The
builders not only employed stones fallen from the Minoan structure but
cleared the area for use at the same time. One large stone in the new buttress wall, with its lower edge at 4.30 m, may have acted as a threshold,
though it is ratherhigh above the original floor; there are no other signs of
an entry to the structure,though naturally one may have been situated at
the lost western end.
The building was excavatedin trench 82A to the west and trench 82B
to the east; at the same time trench 81B cleared the area to the east of the
rear wall, with trench 83C being dug further east, at the east end of the
Minoan gallery.

LOWER LEVELS
The lowest levels containing post-Minoan pottery, albeit with a large admixture of Minoan, were at approximately 3.75 m and stratigraphically
below the building level of Z, associated with some minor architectural

2. Plans of the broaderareaare
included in Shaw and Shaw 1993.
3. I do not question the basic use of
this areafor cult purposes,though I
note the remarksabout usage of the
buildings made by Viviers 1994, p. 245.
He perhapsunderestimatesthe number
of figurinesand miniaturevases from
the whole generalarea,and also the
significanceof the originalstatue base
in Temple C, as well as the inscriptions
mentioning deities, but he undoubtedly
is right to stressthe communalnature
of activitiesin the buildings.
4. Shaw and Shaw 1993, p. 175.
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TABLE 1. SCHEMATIC LISTING OF AMOUNTS OF POTTERY FROM RELEVANT
PAILS, ARRANGED APPROXIMATELY BY DEPTH
West
Sherds

Pail
UPPER

Grams

Pail

Central
Sherds
Grams

Pail

East
Sherds

Grams

LEVELS

36B/2a

BUILDING

ca. 150

14d

LOWER

65A2/26

82A/18
22
23
23A
19
24
20
11
12
7
13
14
82B/b45
46
47
48
49

81
122
152
239
149
302
139
104
149
244
152
62
510
161
221
148
289

2,050
925
900
1,440
4,510
1,605
4,850
3,080
1,875
4,750
2,715
1,420
5,860
1,450
3,160
4,990
7,380

81B/50D
50E
61
83C/64
61

331
129
146
99
333

4,990
2,980
2,250
2,860
5,110

26,100
9,150
8,700
550
6,100
7,900
11,430

82A/15
15A
16
16A
10
17
21
25
26
27
29
30
31
32
33
82B/50
52
53
(54

171
92
109
145
72
89
98
353
198
28
77
162
349
79
100
667
408
139
67

4,030
6,102
3,290
2,850
1,995
1,100
2,410
5,110
3,930
1,530
2,590
3,425
6,420
1,230
2,410
21,250
10,970
3,270
1,240)

81B/64
65
66
(67
83C/66

256
199
54
186
155

8,040
4,805
1,505
4,520)
3,865

4,850

82A/28
34
36
37
38
82B/54
55

25
133
7
106
57
67
110

1,265
3,790
200
1,985
2,205
1,240
1,785

81B/70
71

185
226

3,520
3,240

Z

65A2/22C
23
65A1/12
36B/5
20
21

6,900

40
ca.60
ca.230
ca.340

LEVELS

a45-35m. b Pails41-44 above4.60 m.cAt 4.48-4.23m,mostlyhigherthanBuildingZ levelsto theeast.dAt 4.09-3.73m,reacheslevelsthat
predateBuildingZ levelsto the east.
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features.5In trenches 82 and 81B the material is of Late Protogeometric
style, scanty though it is (Figs. 2-3). The presence of several pedestal feet
is a good general pointer to the date; the kind of ribbed pedestal seen in Z
above this level (e.g., 57) is of a very different type. More than half of the
vessel was preserved in only two cases, the amphora 1 and the very small
bell-skyphos 7; the rest of the catalogued pieces arerarelymore than single
fragments.
The material from all trenches is taken together. The total amount
and weight of pottery from the lower levels are listed in Table 1 and catalogued here from west to east.
1

5. Shaw and Shaw 1993, p. 177,
where the architecturalhistory of the
areais described.
6. E.g., Coldstreamand MacDonald
1997, p. 233, placing their El, with a
less elaborateprofile than 2, late in PG.

Belly-handled amphora

Fig. 3

C9585 (82A134 and 37, with a
fragment of handle from 82B/55)
and C10694 (82A134). P.H. 35.5,
original H. ca. 55-58, Diam. 33,
Diam. (rim) ca. 13.5. Fine buff fabric,
7.5YR 7/6, with rosier core; many,
mainly small, dark inclusions; creamy
surface, possibly a slip. Many
fragments preserved;most join,
giving a profile from lip to mid-body;
one handle is preserved in two
joining fragments, but there is no
handle attachment preserved on any
body fragment; it is therefore placed
as high as possible in the profile
drawing. The possibility that this was
a hydria cannot be totally ruled out
since a vertical handle could be
accommodated, though the frieze
decoration makes it extremely unlikely.The foot, C10694, is from the
same pail as much of the amphora
and has the same fabric and decorative finish; it almost certainly belongs. Only its small size (Diam. 3.7
at the narrowest point) leaves room
for doubt, and it is therefore placed in
a "neutral"position in Fig. 3.
The top of the lip is not
preserved, though the wall is very
thin where the preserved outturn at
the top of the neck is found, evidence
for a small, upright rim. Horizontal
strap handles are set low on body.
The foot, if belonging, has a very
narrowwaist before flaring out into a
pedestal, only partly preserved.
The decoration is in typical dull
brown paint, now much worn in
places. Band on inside of rim. Top of
neck painted outside. On neck: threeline zigzag between single lines;
below, checkerboard,four "squares"

high,but irregularly
painted;at base,
pendantcrosshatchedtriangles;band
overturnof shoulder.On shoulder,
eight sets of five concentriccircles,
one of them givenmuchmorespace
thanthe rest (butnot becauseof the
proximityto anyhandle).Fourlines
below,abovea friezeof quadruple
zigzags(thoughsome sectionshave
threeor five lines);belowthat,
uprightcrosshatchedtriangles
betweenlines.A singleline on lower
wall fragments(if belonging);outside
of handlepainted.On the foot, two
bandspreservedbelowa paintedarea.
The schemeof the decoration,as
well as the pedestalfoot, suggests
manufacture
in the Late Protogeometricor,at latest,ProtogeometricB
period.The syntaxis reminiscentof a
probablePGB hydriafromKnossos,
KNC,T107.185 (fig. 112);a LPG
kraterfromTekketomb D 5 (KNC,
fig. 57) has similarmotifs.
2

Amphora(orhydria),
rim and neck

Fig. 2

C10692 (81B/70 and 71, the two
lowestIronAge levelseastof Z). P.H.
4.7, Diam. (rim)18. Semifinelight
tan clay,7.5YR 7/4, with manydark
and somewhite inclusions.Twojoining fragmentsof rim and neck.Flaring neck andlow vertical,concavelip.
Bandon insideof rim,anotheron
outsideof rim and top of neck.
The relativelydevelopedlip,with
concaveface,suggeststhat the dateof
these lowestlevelsshouldbe chronologicallyadvanced,perhapsbeyond
the LPG style of accompanyingmaterial,althoughthe relativelystraight
line to the neckcouldbe takenas a
earlierfeature.6
counterbalancing
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3

Krater,foot

Fig. 2

C9584 (82A128, the lowest IA
level in the western part of Z). H.
(foot) 4.3, Diam. (foot) 7.0. Fine
buff clay, 5YR 7/6. Single fragment
of the pedestal foot of a krater.Very
worn and chipped, the edge of the
foot very nearly preserved at just one
point. Heavy foot and thick walls; a
noteworthy sinking at center of
underside. Dull, dark paint on inside;
no traces of paint on outside, possibly
wholly worn?
For the type of foot, see also 4.
4

Krater(?),base

Fig. 2

C9759 (81B/70). P.H. 6.2,
Diam. (foot) 6.6. Medium coarse
pink clay, 5YR 8/4. Five joining
fragments of a base, probably of a
krater.Low conical foot with
depression at center of underside.
No traces of any decoration, though
the surface is generally in good
condition.
5

Krater,body

Fig. 2

C10100 (81B/71). P.H. 8.0.
Medium coarse buff-brown clay,
7.5YR 7/4, with some large
white inclusions; cream surface.

Threejoiningfragmentsof upper
wall. Ridgepreservedneartop of
wall;it and the wall aboveare
paintedin dullbrownglaze.On
wall,to right,partof the outer
circleof a set of concentriccircles;
threeverticalsto left, with partof
a diagonalline to theirleft, most
likelypartof a chevronmotif
formingthe centraldecorative
panelon the wall.The shoulder
is at a relativelyshallowangle.
The rangeof motifsusedis basic,
thoughpreciseparallelsmaybe
lacking.
6

Krater,rim

Fig. 3

C10453 (65A2/26, lowest
pailwith anyIA potterywest
of Z, top at 3.65 m). Diam. (rim)
ca. 44. Semifinelight brownclay,
5YR 8/4 to 7/4, with manyvaried
inclusions.Twojoiningfragments.
Slightlythickenedoutcurving
rimwith ridgebelow.Once wholly
painted.There arepossiblebody
fragmentsin 82A137and a body
sherdwith concentriccircles
from82B/55, all in verysimilar
fabric.
The profilepointsto a MPGLPG date.

Figure 2. Material from levels earlier
than the construction of Building Z.
Scale 1:3
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Figure 3. Large pots from Building Z

andbelow.Scaleca. 1:7
7

Bell-skyphos

Fig. 2

C9763 (81B/71, with joining
fragment from 70). P.H. 12, Diam.
(rim) 10. Fine pinkish brown clay,
5YR 7/4. Nine fragments, several
joining, of rim and body of a bellskyphos. Slim-bodied skyphos,
with both handles at least partly
preserved;flaring rim; base lost.
Much worn in parts. Dull dark
paint. Lower part of body reserved
outside; the rest painted, probably
dipped.
Curvature of the walls, height of
handles, and extent of glaze indicate
a date in LPG.
8

Closed vessel

C10693 (82A/37). PH. 5.6.
Fine beige clay, lOYR 6/4, with some
inclusions. Single sherd used as a
"label."Worn fragment; a single
hole cut at top and at least the top
right side deliberately cut to shape;
the other edges seem more like

accidentalbreaks.An oddity;if
some formof identificatorytag,
one mustsupposeit was not
markedin anyspecific"textual"
way.
9

Cookingpot

Fig. 3

C10077 (82A/38). P.H. 11.5,
Diam. (rim)33. Semicoarseclay
with a varietyof nonmicaceous
inclusions;red-brownsurface
(5YR5/6), grayin core.Thick
fabric.Largefragment,composed
of fourjoiningfragmentsof rim,
wall,and handle.Smallhorizontal
rimwith slightridgebelow;deep
bowl.Horizontal,upturnedhandle
attachedclose underrim.Traces
of burninginside.
The contextis probably
earlyIA. Though most identifiablematerialin the pail is Minoan,
one wornshouldersherdseems
to be froma jug of broadlyPG
date.
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A few other pieces should be mentioned: a body fragment from 82B/
55, with a simple band, is very close in fabric to 117; from the same pail
another fragment is akin to 106. In 82B/54 are plain body fragments of a
distinctive yellow-surfaced closed vase, fragments of which appear also in
pails 52 and 53 above, and in 81B/66, at a similar level to 52. From 82B/37
come neck and handle fragments of an amphora similar to 2 and to 129;
body fragments of dipped bell-skyphoi come from 82A/34 and 37. None
of the black-glazed cups so common in Building Z above were found in
these levels.
There is little here that would appear to date later than LPG; 1 and
perhaps also 2 are possible PGB pieces. One may tentatively ascribe the
material to a date before ca. 825 B.C. The material is clearly mixed and
scrappyand shows that there was little occupation of the areabetween the
abandonment in LM IIIB and the construction of Building Z, and that
what there was should be placed largely in the later part of that period.

BUILDING

Z

No joins have been found between material from the lower levels discussed above and that from Building Z (3.95 m and above); as just noted,
a few examples of sherds from the lower levels may belong to pots in Z,
e.g., 117, 129, though only in the case of the former is the link strong.
Clearly Minoan pottery is extremely rare, certainly not "sporadic,"above
the level 3.95 m; a few LM III pieces are in the "transitional"pail 82B/54,
and more, including two conical cups, in the equally low 82A/33, at the
first floor of Z. Similarly, to the east of Z, Minoan pottery is tolerably
frequent at a lower level (81B/70, 71), slight in the "transitional"pail 67,
and vestigial from 4.00 to 4.50 m. It then becomes a little more noticeable
in higher levels.
On the other hand, joins between material from the floor at 3.95 m
and that from higher levels are frequent and widespread;some pieces, notably 12, 13, and 14, were widely strewn after breakage. Only one actual
join has been located with material to the west (41), although nonjoining
fragments of the same pots can be confidently identified in other cases;41
is an interesting case, linking not only Building Z with the west but also
with material in the temple dump to the north.
I reserve opinion here on whether there was a second floor in Z at ca.
4.30 m, on a level with the lower edge of the presumed threshold block in
the north buttress wall. First we should examine the pottery found within
the levels between 3.95 and 4.30 m. While by far the greatest concentration of pottery was found in a pail (82B/50) at the level of the possible
upper floor and near the rear,east wall of Z, at least ten pots (eight catalogued) from this pail join sherds from lower pails; one may well suggest
that the material representsclearanceof accumulateddebris to the back of
the building or, perhaps less likely in view of the joins at lower levels,
material fallen from wooden shelves on the back wall. At the same time, a
relativelylarge amount of sherdswas found in trench 36B in the presumed
western part of the structure.
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The pails with material from this level are listed in Table 1, from west
to east (in approximate descending stratigraphicorder per trench).
PHOENICIAN

POTTERY

10 Amphorasherd(s)
C7855 (65A1/14). See Bikai
2000, p. 19.
The preciselevel of the find
within the pail cannoteasilybe
correlatedwith BuildingZ; it could
belongto the earlierhorizon,
predatingZ.
11 Flask,neckandhandle

Fig. 4

C10695 (82A/26). P.H.4.6.
Nearlyfine,but gritty,light brown

clay, 7.5YR 6/6, with white inclusions. Two joining fragments of neck
and handle. Neck heavily ridged
inside. Surface extremely worn, any
possible decoration now lost.
With respect to the three other
flasks known from the temple dumps,
this piece is larger than C3134 (noted
by Bikai); close in size to C3078,
which is not ridged inside (Bikai
2000, p. 16); and similar in fabric to
the thicker-walled C8050 (p. 17).

From the rest of the material I extracted thirteen body sherds and
one lip sherd that could possibly come from Phoenician amphoras,
though the lip is high, 3.8 cm, and a little everted. None has the rather
sandy texture of the normal amphora type.
AMPHORAS

12 Amphora

AND

HYDRIAS

Fig. 3

C9609 (82A/15,16A, 24,26,
29, 30, 31, 33; 82B/49, 50, 52; 81B/
64, 66, 67; 65A2/22). A possible
fragment from 83C/67. C10475
(82A/5), the foot. H. ca. 48, max.
Diam. ca. 32, Diam. (rim) 10, Diam.
(foot) 9.6. Semicoarse, highly
micaceous, gritty, and porous clay;
pale buff surface;core variously fired,
generally purple-brown. One hundred and two fragments of one or
more amphoras, from all parts save
lower neck and lower wall. Irregularity of potting, painting, and firing
makes attribution of individual fragments very difficult. Some fragments
moderately worn, others wholly
abraded (especially those from 81B
and 83C, making any final judgment
on their pertinence impossible). The
only joins between pails are between
82A/30 and 82B/50; but also from
those two pails come three fragments
(not joining others) with the ends of
vertical bands beneath the handle
area, indicating that there is more
than one piece in this highly distinctive fabric.The foot cannot easily
be joined with the major body section

as restoredon paper(as madeclearin
Fig. 3), thoughit has everyappearanceof pertainingto an amphoraof
this type,savethat the red-orange
surfacehas a matchon only one,
assured,bodyfragment.
Slightlyevertedlip;neckapparentlycurvingsmoothlyinto
shoulder;stout ringfoot. Much of
one broad,verticalhandlepreserved,
with two shallowgroovesdown the
outside.Decorationin dullpaint,
variouslyfiredchestnutto black.Top
of neckandlip painted;neckdecoration uncertain.Two veryirregular
bandsat top of shoulder.Two sets of
eight concentriccircles,with central
dot, on the shoulder;belowthem, a
bandaboveone (or possiblytwo)
lines.Irregulardoubleserpentineline
on belly,abovethreebands.Bands
downthe grooveson the handles
and aroundthe handleroots,extending downonto the belly.No tracesof
painton worn foot.
Clearlyan import,probably
Cycladic;the amountof micaseems
excessivefor anyEast Greekware,as
is the coarsentess
of the material,even
perhapsforMilesian(cf.KNC,
p. 405, T285.89).
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11

_

{

J17

16
19

22

18
13 Amphora (or hydria?),body
C10042 (81B/67; 82A/18, 19,
22, 23, 33, 42, 45). No useful
dimension measurable.Fine pinkish
buff, very micaceous clay,with cream
surface.Thirty fragments, some
joining (but no joins between pails).
Full rounded body. Surface very
worn, some fragments totally
abraded.Decoration in dull brown:
concentric circles on shoulder,with
one set largely preserved, above triple

band;singlebandset apartbelow
these and an undulatingbandon the
belly;doublebandon lowerbody.
More than one amphoramaybe
representedhere,but the fabric
appearsthe samethroughout,including that of the sherdsfromthe
lowerlevels,82A/33 and 81B/67.
Again an import,probablyfromthe
Cyclades,but the clayfarfinerthan
in 12. A piece that appearsclose,a
hydriafromKavousi,is thoughtby
Tsipopoulouto be an importfrom

Figure 4. Building Z. Phoenician
(11) and large closed vessels.
Scale 1:3

BUILDING

Euboea (Tsipopoulou 1990, p. 140,
fig. 4; she kindly informs me that
Richard Jones would support that
origin after analysis of the clay).
14 Amphora

Fig. 3

C9555 (82A/3, 7, 8, 13, 16A, 19,
23, 31; 82B/49, 50,52, perhaps 54).
Diam. (rim) 22.2. Hard-fired light
brown fabric, 7.5YR 6/2 to 6/4; some
dark inclusions; surface slipped, with
greenish tinge. About fifty fragments,
many joining, mostly from upper
parts, giving virtually complete upper
profile. Surface generally much worn.
Lip not joining but certainly belonging, flaring with vertical concave rim.
A flat base may belong. Vertical flattened handles set high on shoulder.
Paint fired dark gray.Broad band on
inside of lip. Outside of rim painted.
Band of outlined solid lozenges on
lower neck, with triple line above and
single broad band below at turn of
shoulder.Top of shoulder reserved;in
handle zone, between triple line
above and band below, frieze of
double axes, filled with double crescents. Banding on body below. The
foot, if belonging, is extremely worn.
However this amphora is categorized, it would appear to be among
the latest pieces in the building itself
Stylistically it would seem to be of
local production and perhaps to be
placed at the end of MG or early LG.
Neither ornamental pattern, outlined
leaf or double ax, is common, though
the former is found at Knossos in LG
(Fortetsa,pattern 12c); for the approach, cf. Levi 1927-1929, fig. 352a.
15 Amphora, neck and
upper body

Fig. 3

C9627 (82A/7, 10, 15A, 26).
P.H. 25.5, Diam. 31. Medium coarse
salmon-pink clay, 7.5YR 7/6, more
yellow in parts, 2.5YR 6/6, with
many large red-brown inclusions.
Fifty-one fragments of neck and
upper body. Narrow neck, with
short strap handles (parts of both
preserved);lip not assuredly
preserved-the highest neck
fragment seems to have a worn,
not a finished, top. Surface worn to
very worn, flaking in places. Paint
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fireddullbrown.Insideof neck
reserved,as faras is preserved.
Bandoutsideat top of shoulder.
Broadbandabovetwo narrow
bandsat waist;on shoulder,pairs
of largesets of ten concentriccircles.
Banddownoutsideof handle,
continuingonto body,andband
of glaze aroundlowerhandleroot.
There arefurtherprobablebody
sherdsfrom81B/67.
16 Amphora,rim,neck,
andbody

Fig. 4

C10715 (82B/53). H. (neck)14,
Diam. (rim)14. Fine claywith many
darkinclusions;firedvariouscolors,
surfacegenerallycream,but with
pinkpatches.Forty-onefragments,
manyjoining.Simplymoldedvertical
rim,with markedconvexity.Paint
firedorange-brownto brown.Broad
bandat rim inside;upperpartof
outsideof rimpainted.Two bandson
neck at level of handleattachment,
bandat turnof shoulder,andverticals
flankinghandleattachment.Three
bandsabovepaintedareaon a lower
bodyfragment.
17 Amphora,rim and neck

Fig. 4

C10699 (82A/7, 31). P.H. 12.7,
Diam. (rim)22. Micaceousand rather coarsered-brownclay,5YR 5/6.
Three nonjoiningfragmentsof rim
and neck.Ratherroundedrim,lightly
concaveon inside;handleroot
preservedon one fragmentbut its
placementon neckuncertain.Plain.
An importedstorageamphora,
perhapsfromEast Greece.
18 Hydria,rim and neck

Fig. 4

C3208 (36B/19, 20). PH. 15.5,
Diam. (rim)18. Nearlyfine,buffbrownclay,7.5YR 8/4, with grayblue inclusions;slipped.Sixteen
fragments(enoughof the diameter
is preservedto ensurethat therewas
only one verticalhandle),givingrim
and neckprofile;see Callaghanand
Johnston2000, no. 260.
Plain;the dateis LG, while
the contextis akinto that of 23
below,which is a comparable
piece.

Figure5. Amphora(?)21
OTHER

LARGE

CLOSED

SHAPES

19 Amphora(?),shoulder

Fig. 4

C9616 (82A/32). P.H. 11.5,Th.
(wall)1.1. Coarsered-brownclay,
7.5YR 7/6, with largegrayinclusions;
palerbuff surface.Twojoining
fragmentsof shoulder,probablyof an
amphora.Slightridgeat top of
shoulder.Darkpaint,muchworn.
Bandoverridge;partsof two sets of
14 concentriccirclespreservedon
shoulderbelow.
20 Amphoraor hydria,rim and
neck
C9756 (83C/66). P.H. 9.6, H.
(lip) 2. Buff clay,7.5YR 7/4, with
some darkinclusions;creamsurface,
perhapsslipped.Two nonjoining
fragmentsof rim and neck.Flaring
verticalrim.Very
neckwith "Cretan"
worn.Bandnearriminside.Outside
of rim and top of neckpainted;two
lines below,then friezeof hatched
leaves.
Similarto 14, especiallyin
fabric,but smaller.
21 Amphora(?),shoulder

Fig. 5

C10486 (82B/50). 6.5 x 7.4.
Fine pink-buffclay,7.5YR 7/6, with
blue-graycore.Fragmentof shoulder
of a closedvase.Much worn.Probablyfroman amphora.Partof a
broadbandon lowerpart;ten long
verticalsabove,pendantfroma
horizontalband("fringe"
ornament).
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Amphora or hydria,
rim and neck

Fig. 4

C9586 (82A/23,23A, 15). P.H.
7.9., Diam. (rim) 16.2. Medium
coarse pale pink clay, 7.5YR 8/4,
with many dark inclusions. Four
joining (pails 23A and 15) and
one nonjoining (23) fragment of
lip and neck. Everted rim with flat
outer face. Paint dark, but very
worn. Rim wholly painted. Part
of single horizontal zigzag preserved on an otherwise reserved
neck.
A conservative form of decoration; the profile helps little in
placing the piece, though the fairly
sharp outswing of the lip points
to MG-LG rather than earlier.
23

Amphora or hydria, rim

Fig. 6

C3244 (36B/21). P.H. 4,
Diam. (rim) 20. Fine, low-fired,
pink-buff clay, 7.5YR 7/6. Single
fragment of rim. Hollow lip offset
from vertical neck. Dark paint.
Band near rim inside; outside
painted, as far as preserved.
Probably LG; cf. Coldstream
1972, p. 92, fig. 11, Fl. It was specifically noted that this piece was
found at a level immediately above
the main dump of pottery in this
sector and so can be regarded as
potentially later than the main
period of use.
24

Amphora or hydria,
shoulder

Amphora or hydria,
shoulder

26

Amphora or hydria,
neck and rim

Fig. 6

C9688 (81B/64, outside Z). P.H.
14, Diam. (rim) 24. Fine pink clay,
5YR 7/4 to 7.6, with light brown
slip. Some large yellow-brown
inclusions. Three joining fragments
of neck and rim. Broad, flat-topped,
flaring rim with ridge at top of neck.
Extremely worn, traces of burning
on rim. Outside of rim and upper
part of neck painted (inside wholly
worn). Parts of two sets of six
pendant concentric semicircles
preserved below.
Cf. Fortetsa,no. 140, pl. 10, for
the profile; PGB to EG.
27 Amphora or hydria, rim,
neck, and shoulder

Fig. 6

C9556 (82A/25). Diam. (rim)
14. Powdery semicoarse red-tan
clay, 5YR 7/4, with some red and
dark inclusions. Eleven fragments,
eight joining, of rim, neck, and
shoulder. Everted "mushroom"lip.
Decoration in red-fired glaze, very
worn. Rim wholly painted. On
neck, central motif of stacked
chevrons between pairs of verticals;
lanceolate verticals to either side (not
clear in Fig. 6). A band preserved on
a small body sherd.

Fig. 6
28

C10481 (82B/52). PH. 8.2.
Fine clay with many inclusions,
pink-buff in core, 5YR 7/6, gray-blue
near surface. Five joining fragments
of shoulder. Part of a set of at least
seven concentric semicircles preserved, on a broad band; two
narrowerbands and a glazed area
below.
25

Part of a set of seven concentric
semicircles, with central dot,
preserved above a painted band.

Fig. 6

C10478 (82B/54). P.H. 6.4.
Semifine pale buff clay, lOYR 8/4,
with many inclusions, mostly bluegray. Single fragment of shoulder.

Amphora, lip and
upper neck

Fig. 6

C10704 (82A/16). P.H. 4.5,
Diam. (rim) 26. Fine pink-buff clay,
5YR 7/6 to 6/6, with some inclusions
and pale buff surface.Three joining
fragments of lip and upper neck.
Horizontal rim to flaring lip, ridged
below. Upper part of inside of lip
glazed; top surface reserved;outside
wholly glazed. An unusually elaborate molding.
29 Amphora(?), body
C10482 (82A/17 and 82B/52).
H. of largest fragment 6. Semicoarse
rose-pink clay, 2.5YR 6/4, with many
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darkinclusionsand creamy
yellowslip.Twojoining and two
loose fragmentsof wall,perhaps
of an amphora.Partof a large,
crosshatchedhorizontalzigzag,
in worndull paint,on all
sherds.
A muchsimplifiedversion
of neckdecorationsuchas KNC,
pl. 48, Gl.

cal outerface;attachmentfor
massiveverticalhandlepreserved
on a rimfragment.Variouslyworn.
Dull brownpaint.Broadband
on insideof rim;close-setverticals
on outerface;neckpaintedas
faras preserved;banddown
handle.

30 Amphora(?),neck

C10480 (82B/50). P.H.3.2,
Diam. (rim)18. Fine pinkishbuff
clay,5YR 7/4. Lightweightrim,
flaringas frequentlyon suchpots,
but with broadflat top. Partly
burntandveryworn.Upperpart
of insidepainted;one set of twelve
ratherthickbarspreservedon top
of rim.Outsidepaintedas faras
preserved.

Fig. 7

C9582 (82A/21). P.W.11.6.
Fine buff clay,5YR 7/6. Twojoining
fragmentsof cylindricalneck,
orientationuncertain.Worn.Streaky
darkbrownpaint.Two bandsabove
(or below)a broadnet pattern,not
fullypreserved,presumablyat center
of neck.
31 Amphora(?),body
C7043 (36B/21 and65A2/23).
P.H. 10.7. Fine ware,red-buff,
5YR 6/6. Threejoining fragments
of belly;see CallaghanandJohnston
2000, no. 261. Fullypaintedoutside
exceptfor two reservedhorizontal
bandsdecoratedwith groupsof
nearlyverticallines.
32 Amphoraor hydria,lip,
neck,andhandle

Fig. 8

C9687 (82B/50 and52). Diam.
(rim)13. Fine pinkishbrownclay,
5YR 7/6, with grayercore.Five
nonjoiningfragmentsof lip, neck,
and handle.Flaringrim,with verti-

33 Amphoraor hydria,rim

34 Amphoraor hydria,
shoulder,handleroot

Fig. 6

Fig. 9

C9613 (82A/30 and52).
Max.p. dim. 10.4. Mediumcoarse
buff clay,7.5YR 8/4, with large
white andblackinclusions.Two
nonjoiningfragmentsof shoulder
andlowerhandleroot.Thickwalledamphorawith decoration
in dull darkpaint,now worn:band
on belly,partsof two sets of nine
concentricsemicirclesabove,
thoughcontinuedwell overthe
bandbelow;bandfromhandle
downonto body.
A smallrimfragmentin 82A/29
maybelong.

Apoa()3

Figure 8 (right). Amphora or hydria
32
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Figure 9 (above,left). Amphora or
hvdria 34
35 Amphora(?), body
Figures 10, 11 (right;below, left).
Amphora 38

Fig. 6

C9610 (82A/30). Max. p. dim.
5.1. Fine gray-pink clay,2.5YR 6/2,
with redder core. Thick-walled
fragment of closed vase, probably
from the shoulder. Burnt after
breakage.Two bands below a frieze
of sets of double circles with fill of
hatched leaves.
The spirit, if not the letter, of
the decoration is similar to that on
a LG hydria from Kavousi; Coldstream 1968, pl. 57:m.

37 Amphora(?), rim

Fig. 6

C10484 (82B/50). P.H. 3.7,
Diam. (rim) 24. Nearly coarse,
orange-brown fabric, 5YR 6/8,
gray in core, with much mica and
other inclusions. Two joining
fragments. Strongly everted rim,
lightly molded on outside; handle
attachment close below. Traces of
dark paint on top of lip. The paint
and type of handle point away from
this being a cooking pot, as suggested
by the clay.
Import.

36 Amphora(?), body
C10691 (82A/31). Max. p. dim.
7.3. Fine hard-fired purplish brown
clay, 2.5YR 6/4, blue-gray in core.
Fragment of lower shoulder. Extremely worn decoration, a set of
standing concentric semicircles
above a band.

38 Amphora, body

Figs. 10, 11

C9699 (82A/30 and 50).
W. of largest sherd 11.5. Medium
coarse, nearly white clay, lOYR
8/2, with darkercore, 5YR 7/4;
brown inclusions. Eleven fragments,
five joining, from the waist and upper
wall. Decoration in very worn paint:
band above three lines on waist,
supporting sets of nine concentric
semicircles on shoulder.

Also worth noting for its size is a rim and neck fragment from 82B/50,
from a plain amphora, very worn, with a typical Cretan rim, Diam. (rim)
21, and strap handles 5.4 x 2.3.
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39 Amphoriskos, body
and handles

Fig. 12

C10085 (82A/29). P.H. 6.7,
Diam. (foot) 3.7. Fine pink-red clay,
5YR 7/6. Twelve joining fragments of
body and handles. Low disk foot and
globular body, faceted. Vertical strap
handles. Plain.
40 Jug, rim and neck

Figure 12. Building Z. Smaller jugs
and bowls. Scale 1:3

SHAPES

Fig. 12

C9629 (82A/7 and 13). Diam.
(rim) 14. Fine reddish yellow clay,
7.5YR 7/8. Nine nonjoining fragments. Slightly everted, flat-topped
rim. Moderately to extremely worn.
Streaky red-brown paint. Bars on top
of rim (probably in sets rather than
continuous). Inside probably had

bandneartop of lip (not includedin
the drawing);bandingon outside.
Lip fragmentsof verysimilar
jugs come from82B/50 (slightly
thickerlip;assuredband,but broader
thanthe possibletraceson 40) and
82B/52 (whollypaintedinside),with
bodyfragmentsprobablyfromone of
thesefrom83C/64 to the east.Hence
the inclusionof this morefully
preservedexample,froma higher
level,in this section.This is the shape
of jug that musthaveaccompanied
the pedestaledkraters(see below).Cf.
Fortetsa,no. 928.

41 Oinochoe,rim andbody
C8051 (63A/48 and50; 65A2/
22; 82B/52). P.H. 14.5, Diam. (rim)
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ca. 13. Fine orange-buffclay,5YR
7/6. Mainlyjoiningfragmentsfrom
rim to lowerbelly.Callaghanand
Johnston2000, no. 54. Slightly
concaveneckwith flaringrim,and
straphandlejoiningthe rim.Very
worn,once dark,paint.The neck
and rim aredecoratedwith horizontal bandsenclosinga horizontal
squiggle.The shoulderbearsa
hatched"cloud"pattern(Fortetsa,
patternlln). Belowis a broadband
flankedby horizontalstripes,and
the lowerbellyis decoratedwith a
runningwavepattern.Horizontal
barson handle.
The fragmentfrom82B/52 has
clayand decorationidenticalto those
fromtrench63A, even if it does not
join; however,the join between
63A and 65A2 is assured,an important,if isolated,link betweenBuilding Z and the templearea.The style
of 41 seemshardlylaterthan EG,
whichprimafaciesuggeststhat the
jug originallywas placedin the
sanctuaryareaandthe sherdswere
latertransferred
to Z. Cf. KNC,
T107.144, but alsothe MG
T283.14.

a good rangeof fragmentsof larger
vases,all with a blue coreto the biscuit;43 is the sole catalogued
example.

42 Oinochoe,base
andbody

46 Juglet

Fig. 12

C9681 (82B/50 and52). P.H.
8.3, Diam. (foot) 6. Fine hardgraybrownclay,7.5YR 7/2 to 7/4. Two
sets of twojoiningfragmentsof base,
wall,and shoulder.Smalloinochoe
with flatbaseand fill body;upper
partslost (thoughfragmentsin pail
52 maybelong).Worn.Bandat base
of wall and anotherat waist;perhaps
originallythreesets of five concentric
semicircleson shoulder.
43 Oinochoe,shoulder
C9686 (82B/50). Max.p. dim.
6.6. Fine pink clay,7.5YR 7/6, with
blue-graycore.Fivejoining and one
othersherdof shoulderwith nipple.
Veryheavilywornin part.Decoration
in once darkpaint.Bandaround
nipple;to its left a verticalbandof
multiplezigzag;below,a worn area
includingcurvinglines.
The samepail containedseveral
standardamphoraor hydriarimsand

44 Oinochoe(?),straphandle
C10102 (65A2/22). P.L.4.5,
W. 3.8. Fine buff clay,l0YR 7/4.
Upperpartof straphandle.Very
flat handlerisingslightlyaboverim;
size suggestsit is not froma drinking vessel.Decorationin dull,dark
paint;insideof neckpainted,as
faras preserved;sidesof handles
painted;nine barspreservedon
outside,the lowestbroaderthan
the rest.
45 Jug or cup,rim
andbody

Fig. 12

C2987 (36B/5). Rest.H. 14.5,
Diam. (rim)17. Palebuff surface,
morepinkin core,5YR 7/6; many
smallblackinclusions,a few larger
white ones.Thirteenfragments,
givingrim andlowerbody.The
shapeis similarto that of a giant
cup.Dipped in blackpaintat least
twice on the upperbody.
Fig. 12

C9553 (82A/16). P.H. 4, Diam.
(foot) 3. Fine clay,firedred-brown,
5YR 7/6, to palebuffwith a few
darkbrownand one largewhite
inclusion.Lackingneck,lip, and
handle.Roundbodied,with flat
base;scarof handleattachmentat
broadestpartof belly.Worn and
chipped.Plain.
47 Oinochoe(?),body
sherd

Fig. 13

C9768 (65A2/23). 3.6 x 2.6.
Fine buffclay,7.5YR 8/4 in core.
Singlefragmentof wall of a closed
vase.Insidereserved;outside,part
of a bandof horizontal,multiplezigzag abovea tripleband;below,partof
a singlebillet and a furtherband.
Verysimilarto 54, though
the triplebandsarethickerthan
there.Lackof painton the inside
disassociatesthese (and50) from
the kraterswith similarzigzag
pattern.
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Oinochoe, neck/handle

Fig. 12

C9558 (82A/26). PH. 4.5, p.
Diam. 9.5. Fine buff clay, 5YR 7/4,
with red-brown surface. Single
fragment of neck and handle. Full
upper body, narrow neck, and round,
flaring rim; slight ridge on shoulder
at base of neck. Strap handle. Very
worn, but the outside once wholly, if
thinly, painted.
49

Small jug, shoulder

Fig. 14

C10039 (82A125). Max. p. dim.
4.2, Th. 0.2-0.5. Fine pale tan clay,
hard fired, 5YR 7/4. Two joining
fragments. Rounded body with
turn of neck just preserved. Dull
dark brown paint. Lower shoulder
glazed; pendant triangles between
double lines on upper part; band
of diagonals at base of neck.
For the juxtaposition of motifs,
cf. KNC, T292.139 and for broad
triangles, Tomb D, 13 (PGB).
50

Oinochoe(?), shoulder

Fig. 15

C9615 (82A/33). Max. p. dim.
4.2. Fine buff clay, 10YR 7/3, more
pink in core. Single fragment. Burnt
and much worn. Quadruple horizontal zigzag between bands; further
paint below, reserved above.
51 Jug(?), handle/body

Fig. 16

C10086 (82A/16). W. 3.1, Th.
0.9. Fine pale buff-orange clay,
7.5YR 7/6. Single fragment of strap
handle and wall. Much worn. Dull
red-brown paint; bars across the
handle.
52 Aryballos or oinochoe,
shoulder

Fig. 12

C10084 (82A/31). Max. p. dim.
5.2. Fine pinkish buff clay, 10YR 8/3.
Two joining fragments. Much worn.
Decoration in dull brown: three lines
below; above, partly preserved
patterned panel, with solid, outlined
triangle flanked by elaborate and
asymmetrical ladder pattern.
The decoration more complex
than on a LPG lekythos, KANC,
T218.67 (fig. 130), but from a similar
pedigree.

W. JOHNSTON

53 Short-neckedjug, rim

Fig. 12

C9578 (82A/16A). RH. 3.4,
Diam. (rim)12. Fine buff clay,
7.5 YR 8/4. Singlefragmentof a
plain,flaringrim.Worndarkpaint;
insidereservedsavefor bandat top;
outside,a friezeof linkedcircles
framedby two bandsaboveand a
bandand a glazedareabelow.The
circlesarepaintedpartlyindividually,
partlyas intertwinedwavylines.
Commonenoughin LG,
the motif hasMG attestations.
Stampolidis1996, p. 48, fig. 90
andp. 64, fig. 122 (with incomplete
referenceto Tsipopoulou'sdoctoral
thesis,pp. 203-204, nonvidi;to
be publishedin the TAIIAmonographseries;seeTsipopoulou,
in press);Coldstream1968,
pl. 57:b.
54 Oinochoe,shoulder

'd

Fig. 17

C9656 (82A/26). P.H. 3.3.
Fine buff clay,5YR 7/3. Single
fragment.Decorationin worn
brownpaint.Two horizontalzigzags
preservedat top;threelinesbelow,
fromthe lowestof which two thick
verticalsarependant,partof a
lowerfrieze.
Possiblyfromthe samejug as
50, but it is not burntand the lines
arethinner.
55 Trefoiloinochoe,rim,
neck,and shoulder

Figure 14. Smaljug 49

Figur16Jug()5
Figure 15. Oinochoe(') 50
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Fig. 12

C10078 (82A/29). P.H. 3.1.
Fine orange-buffclay,5YR 7/6.
Singlefragment,handlelost.
Worn;paintedon insideof mouth
and on all of outsidewith dull dark
glaze.
56 Olpe or oinochoe,
bodyandbase

Fig. 12

C10079 (82A/30). P.H. 9.5,
Diam. (foot) 5. Fine orange-tan
clay,5YR 5/6. Fivejoining fragmentsof simple,flat baseandwall.
Worn,dull,red-brownpaint.
Underside,andbandat baseof wall,
reserved;threebroadbandsof paint
preservedabove.

Figure 17. Oinochoe 54
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Figure 18. Building Z. Kraters.
Scale 1:3

KRATERS
STIRRUP-HANDLED

AND

RELATED

57

Krater,pedestal

C7046 (36B/2 and 5; 65A1/12
and 65A2/22). P.H. ca. 6, Diam. at
base ca. 22. Fine ware red-tan, 2.5YR
6/6. Eight fragments, mending to
five; see Callaghan and Johnston
2000, no. 263. Fully painted outside
in the red-chestnut glaze typical of
this workshop. A fragment of rim
akin to that of 79 may belong.
The shape and horizontal
ribbing on the exterior are features
borrowed from other parts of the
Greek world, which at Knossos
appear confined to the EG and MG
period. Cf. Coldstream 1972, p. 79
and KNC, p. 375, arguing an Attic
derivation. There are Ionian models
too; see SamosV, pls. 7 and 14 (800750 B.C.). The number of broadly
Cycladic or Ionian imports at
Kommos in this period bids us

bewareof usingAtticizingKnossosas
the sole possiblesource.
58 Krater,pedestal
C7048 (36B/5). P.H. 5.3, Diam.
at top ca. 12. Fine ware,orange-buff,
7.5YR6/6. Threefragmentsof stem,
with partof floorof bowl;see
CallaghanandJohnston2000, no.
265. Fullypaintedon exteriorand on
interiorof the bowl.Ribbed.
Relatedto 57.
59 Krater,pedestal

Fig. 18

C7813 (65A1/12). P.H. 3, Diam.
(foot) 20. Light red claywith small
silverymicaceousinclusions.
Fragmentof foot. Glaze firedredbrown.Paintedon outside,savefor a
reservedband.
Certainlydoes not belongto 76
or 80.
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64

70
Figure 19. Building Z. Kraters.
Scales 1:6 (64,72) and 1:4 (70, 74)
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Figure 20 (left). Stirrup-krater 65
Figure 21 (right). Krater 66
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Fig. 18

C9580 (82A/17). Diam. (foot)
ca. 20. Fine buff clay, 5YR 7/6. Three
nonjoining fragments of edge of foot,
stem, and top of pedestal of probably
two kraters (the restored drawing
highlights the difficulty of fitting the
stem fragment at the angle required
by the other two). Narrow resting
surface. Glaze fired red-brown, worn.
Wholly painted outside and on bowl
inside.
Not same vessel(s) as 57 or 58,
but possibly belongs with 113.
61

Krater,pedestal

C9722 (82B/50). Diam. (foot)
ca. 18. Fine light red clay, 5YR 7/6.
Fragment of foot. Narrow resting
surface;first rib of stem just preserved above. Paint fired dark brown.
Three reserved bands on top of foot.
Close in fabric to 58.
62

Krater,pedestal

Fig. 18

C10716 (82B/52). P.H. 2.9,
Diam. (foot) ca. 19. Fine micaceous
pinkish beige clay, 7.5YR 7/6. Fragment of edge of pedestal. No trace of
decoration preserved on very worn
surface.
Fabric similar to 59, but not the
same piece. The clay here does
suggest a non-Cretan origin.
63

Krater,pedestal

C9748 (81B/67). Max. p. dim. 8.
Fine light red clay, 10YR 6/6. Single
fragment, part of base and lowest rib
of stem. Extremely worn; glaze fired
red-brown.
Fabric similar to 60, 79, and 113,
but thicker.
64

Krater,rim and body

Fig. 19

C9766 (82A/10 and 31; 82B/50,
52,53). Diam. (rim) ca. 40. Fine light
purplish red clay, 5YR 7/4 in core.
One fragment of rim, ten of body
(five joining), and four joining of
handle. Some lower body fragments
and one rather flat sherd of a pedestal
base may or may not belong (one of
these from pail 31, which, stratigraphically speaking, lies both
horizontally and vertically between

the rest).Much worn.Insidewholly
painted.Sets of barson top of rim (no
set fullypreserved).Fourbandson
outsideof lip.Tripleverticalzigzag
betweensets of fourverticalsat edge
of panel.To center,partof a meander
patternabovea stripof triplehorizontal zigzags,with tripleline between.
Lowerpartof panelextremelyworn.
Barsacrossstraphandle.
Though the firingis ratherdifferentfromthat of 65, it is plausible
that the two, togetherwith 66, come
fromthe samekrater.The outsideof
the rimwouldhavebeen fullyglazed
betweenthe "warts"
and decorated
with fourbandson the restof the cirwouldthen have
cumference;a "wart"
been placedjust beyondthe breakto
the rightof the rim fragmentof 64.
The fabricis the sameas that of
skyphoi85 and 86.
rim
65 Stirrup-krater,

Fig. 20

C9762 (65A2/22). P.H. 7.5. Fine
buff clay,5YR 7/4. Twojoining
fragmentsof rim andshoulder.Thick,
evertedrim,2.4 high. Generallyworn.
A "wart"preservedon rimto right,
the face decoratedwith an eightpointedstar.Paintfiredgenerally
mediumto darkred-brown.Inside
once painted,now veryworn.Top of
lip reserved,with threebarspreserved.
On outsideof lip, to left of wart,four
horizontals;fullypaintedto right
(presumablynearthe handlejoin). On
shoulder,fiveverticalsto right,triple
verticalzigzagin center,and a single
verticalline preservedto left.
Cf. 64 above.
66 Krater,rim and handle Fig. 21
C9764 (65A2/22 and23). Diam.
(rim)ca. 40, Diam. (handle)2.2, W.
(strapelement)3.8. Fine red-buffclay,
5YR 7/4. Fivejoiningfragmentsof
handleand threeof rim of perhaps
one krater.Thick evertedrim,2.2
high. Paintunevenlyfired.Inside
painted;top of rim reserved,with one
set of six barspreserved.Outsideof
rim and shoulderpainted,thoughvery
worn.Outsideof loop handlepainted;
on the strapX betweensets of six
horizontals.
Associablewith 64, 65, and 67.
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Krater,rim and handle

Fig. 22

C9630 (82A/10; 82B/50,52).
P.W. 13. Fine red-buff clay, 5YR 7/4
in core. Eight fragments, severaljoining. Varying wear on the fragments.
Thick rim, 2.4 high and 1.4 thick;
one "wart"preserved, presumably
flanking a handle attachment.
Round, horizontal handle, rising high
and once joined to rim by a strap.
Rim painted, save the top, on which
sets of bars are painted (five in the
one fully preserved set), and the face
of the "wart,"on which is an eightpointed star.
Similar to, but not from the
same piece, as 64-66.
68

Krater,pedestal and bowl

C9765 (65A2/23). P.H. 3.7,
Th. (wall) 2. Fine buff clay, lOYR 7/3
in core, 5YR 7/6 on surface. Fragment of pedestal with part of floor of
bowl. Extremely heavily worn; outside may have been ribbed and painted; some paint left on floor of bowl.
69

verydark:two stripespreservedon
strap;thin barsbetweenbandson
roundhandle.
70 Krater,rim

Fig. 19

C10087 (82A/26). P.H. 6.5,
Diam. (rim)34. Fine light brownclay,
7.5YR 7/4. Fourjoining fragmentsof
rim and shoulder.Plainverticalrim
aboveslopingshoulder.Dull, streaky,
darkbrownpaint.Insidewholly
painted.Top of lip reserved,with one
set of five barspreserved.Outside
glazeddown to reservedbandat
lowestpreservedpoint.
71 Krater,rim

Fig. 18

C7918 (65A2/23). PH. 5.7,
Diam. (rim)23.3. Paleredclay,
2.5YR 6/4, with some mica.Two
joiningrim and shoulderfragments.
Verticaloffset rim,flat-topped.Paint
firedstreakymediumbrown.Six bars
preservedon top of reservedlip. Four
irregularly
set reservedlines on
outside.Partsof hatchedmeander
hookson shoulderbelow.

Krater,stirrup handle

C9767 (65A2/22). Diam.
(handle) 1.8. Fine orange-buff clay,
7.5YR 6/6. Single fragment. Handle
from a comparatively small krater;
most of the round handle and part
of the strap preserved. Paint fired

72 Krater

Fig. 19

C9700 (82B/50 and 52, andbase
fragmentsfrom65A2/22 not included
in drawing).P.H. 10.2, Diam. (rim)
38, Diam. (foot) 12.8,W. (strap
handles)3.4. Fine light redclay,10YR

The very fragmentarynature of this material makes any assessment of the
total number of pieces representedhazardous.There are at least six feet of
different diameter.

e

67
22.Krater
~~~~~~~~~~~~Figure
6/6. Eight fragments, including two
sets of three, of rim, upper wall, and
handle, and thirteen fragments of
lower wall and foot. Open-bowled
kraterwith sharply everted rim and
wide strap handles (but not stirruphandled). Slightly flaring ring foot,
1.3 high. One fragment somewhat
burnt. Paint fired dark chocolate
brown on the outside, orange-red in.
Inside painted, save for top of rim.
Top and bottom of rim outside
reserved, also the area under the
handle; wavy line between bands on
outside of handle.
73

Krater,body

C9680 (82B/50). Max. p. dim.
7.5. Fine light red clay, 10YR 6/6.
Two joining fragments of body, with
handle attachment. Much worn,
especially the edges. Dark brown
paint; reserved in area behind handle,
painted below.
Almost certainly from same
krater as 72.
74

Krater,rim and shoulder Fig. 19

C10631 (65A2/22). P.H. 3.3,
Diam. (rim) 34. Fine buff-brown clay,
5YR 6/4. Two joining fragments of
rim and shoulder. Painted, as far as
preserved, save for top of rim, which is
reserved with sets of six bars. Probably from a stirrup-handled krater.
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Krater,rim and
body

Y

Figs. 23, 33

C9723 (82A/10 and 82B/50).
P.H. 15.5, Diam. (rim) 40, Th. 1.4.
Hard-fired medium coarse buff-pink
clay, 5YR 7/3, with some large dark
inclusions and creamy slip. Five
joining and four further fragments of
rim and upper wall. Thick-walled
kraterwith ledge rim and ridge at top
of wall. Extremely worn. Broad band
near rim inside. Traces of paint on
outside of rim. Set of at least eleven
concentric circles on wall, with
central cross.
76

Krater,rim and body

Fig. 18

C8054 (65A2/24; the pail
spans the broad depth range 3.56
to 4.46 m). P.H. 11.5, Diam. (rim)
ca. 35. Near fine, light red clay,
2.5YR 6/4, with large dark red and
white inclusions. Three joining fragments of rim and wall. Flat-topped
flaring rim; slight molding outside at
top of wall. Rim wholly painted, save
for top. On upper wall, part of central
strip of decoration preserved, flanked
on right by triple vertical line and
part of a hatched feature. Band of
crosshatched hour-glass ornament
above one of wholly painted butterfly
set in doubly outlined rectangle;
further hourglass band below.
For hatched hourglass patterns
in central strip, see KNC, fig. 57:5,
and more chaotically, fig. 59:1.
Probably no later than PGB.

77

Krater(?),body

Fig. 24

C10104 (65A2/22). Max. p.
dim. 9.2, Th. 1.6. Semicoarse yellowbuff clay, 7.5YR 8/4, with many
inclusions. Single fragment of wall of
large vase, probably a krater.Rather
worn paint: part of a set of concentric
circles preserved.
78

Krater(?),body

C10106 (65A2/22). Max. p.
dim. 5.9. Fine buff clay, 5YR 7/4,
with paler buff surface. Single fragment of shoulder, with handle scar.
Slightly curving rather thin-walled
fragment of a large vase. Large
handle scar,with two sections of a
group of concentric circles in fine
brown lines beside it.
79

Belly-handled jar

C7040 (36B/21; a foot fragment
from 65A2/22 may belong). P.H. ca.
14, Diam. (rim) ca. 15. Fine ware,
orange-buff, 5YR 6/8. Twelve
fragments, mending to eight, of rim
and wall, with much of one horizontal handle. See Callaghan and
Johnston 2000, no. 262. The exterior
is painted except for two reserved
horizontals on the upper shoulder
and a low frieze between the handles,
which is decorated with close-set
verticals. Bars, perhaps continuous,
on top of lip.
The fabric is close to that of
several of the stirrup-kraters.
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80

Skyphos

Fig. 25

C9729 (82B/50, 52, 53). H. 8.8,
Diam. (rim) 14. Fine pale red clay,
lighter than lOR 6/6. Thirteen fragments from all parts of skyphos, with
joins between pails. Low, concave
rim, high shoulder, and straight lower
profile; flat base. Paint variously fired,
dark brown to orange-red. Wholly
painted, save for underside and
narrow band at top of rim inside,
which has sets of probably five
verticals on it.
A very worn fragment of rim
from 82B/54 may belong, but is difficult to assess. The angular shape is
not unparalleled in MG and LG.
Possibly an import, though not Attic.
81

Skyphos, rim

Fig. 25

C10702 (82A/27). P.H. 2.6,
Diam. (rim) ca. 14. Fine light brown
clay, 5YR 5/8. Single fragment of
rim, tall, slightly concave lip. Streaky
red-brown paint. Painted inside, save
for band below lip; three bands on
outside of lip, with further painted
area below.
82

Skyphos, rim

Fig. 25

C9611 (82A/30). P.H. 3.6,
Diam. (rim) ca. 12. Fine light brown
clay, 7.5YR 7/4, with fine flecks of
golden mica. Single fragment of
short and straight offset rim and wall.
Very worn, especially inside. Probably
once had reserved band inside near
lip. Reserved band on outside of rim.
Below, part of panel with its bounding line to right: row of small dots
above three lines. Painted below, as
far as preserved.
Import.
83

Skyphos, rim

C3243 (36B/21). P.H. 4.4,
Diam. (rim) ca. 14. Fine ware, light
red-brown, 7.5YR 6/4. Rim and
shoulder fragment; see Callaghan and
Johnston 2000, no. 256. Fully painted
except for a reserved band at rim
inside and out.
A MG form, cf. Coldstream
1972, p. 82, fig. 7, D28. Several other

similar rim fragments were recovered
from this and adjacent pails.
84

Skyphos, rim and handle

C7041 (36B/21). P.H. 4.2,
Diam. (rim) 21. Fine ware, orangebuff, 5YR 7/6. Nine fragments of lip,
shoulder, and both handles of a large
skyphos; see Callaghan and Johnston
2000, no. 258. Paint variously fired,
red to dark brown. Painted inside
except for a reserved band near the
rim; lip painted outside, with parts
of the decoration of the handle zone
preserved below, a few verticals only
visible.
The type is probably as 85-88
below. The rim on these pieces is
relatively short and often strongly
offset, cf. Fortetsa,no. 494, pl. 35. The
form of decoration is difficult
to parallel;cross-and-vertical alternation is found in subsidiary zones in
Argive Geometric, and the star-andvertical pattern is found on skyphoi
there (Courbin 1966, pl. 56, C837
and C59; p. 378, note 3, but noting
the minimal links between Argos and
Crete on pp. 530-536); Samos provides LG examples (Coldstream
1968, pl. 64:a; SamosV, p. 92, no. 29).
These pieces would seem to be the
work of a single, perhaps local potter/
painter, and therefore it is worth
noting the minor variations in shape
and detail of decoration in the set of
material.
85

Skyphos, rim and handle Fig. 25

C9739 (81B/66, east of Z). P.H.
6.4, Diam. (rim) 15.6. Fine pinkish
red clay, 10YR 6/4. Four joining
fragments of lip, wall, and handle.
Low, everted rim and large, round
handle. Decoration fired dark brown.
Painted inside, save for reserved band
at rim with (continuous?) frieze of
verticals. Outside, rim painted; panel
in handle zone with eight verticals
and part of an X; wall reserved under
handle.
86

Skyphos, rim

Fig. 25

C10101 (81B/65, outside Z).
P.H. 4.6, Diam. (rim) 17.8. Fine

pink-buff clay, 5YR 7/4. Fragment
of rim and body. Low, everted rim
and full body. Paint fired dark brown
inside, red outside, much worn.
Inside glazed, save for reserved band
at top. Outside, rim painted, panel
in handle zone; parts of at least six
verticals discernible, the rightmost,
incompletely preserved, ending
below as a diagonal.
Possibly from same piece as 85.
87

Skyphos, rim

Fig. 25

C9577 (82A/15, 16A, 33;
82B/50). P.H. 8.1, Diam. (rim) 20.2.
Fine red-brown clay, 7.5YR 7/6.
Fourteen, mostly joining, fragments
of lip and body wall. A foot fragment from 82B/50, reserved underneath, with slightly raised disk foot,
may belong. Low, everted rim. Paint
variously fired, dark brown to orange,
inside and out. Worn to very worn.
Reserved band on inside of rim with
sets of six verticals on it. Two
reserved lines on outside of lip. Panel
in handle zone decorated with
alternating X and sets of five or six
verticals. Reserved area below handles. Reserved band below handle
zone, not continuous under handles.
88

Skyphos, rim and body

Fig.25

C10040 (82A/25). P.H. 8.3,
Diam. (rim) 18. Fine clay,variously
fired, pale orange-brown to orangered, 5YR 7/8. Seven fragments, four
joining, of rim and body wall. Low,
lightly offset lip with full body; thick
walls. Glaze fired red-brown to black.
Inside painted, save for band near top
of rim, with traces of vertical bars at
one point. Outside, reserved band on
rim. Frieze in handle zone with
alternating X and sets of six verticals;
two bands below.
89

Skyphos(?), foot

Fig. 25

C10703 (82A/15, 16, 16A).
P.H. 3.2, Diam. (foot) 7.5. Fine
pale-brown clay, 7.5YR 6/6. Five
joining fragments of lower parts of a
skyphos? Edges and surfaces worn to
very worn. Low ring foot. Wholly
glazed inside and out.
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The type of foot suggestsa
datebeforeLG. The shapecould
perhapsbe a pyxis;cf. KNC,T292.77.
90 Skyphos(?),body

darkpaint;paintedinsideandoutside
savefor a narrowbandnearlip.
Probablyan import.A similarrim fragmentcomesfrom82A/32.

Fig. 25

C10696 (82A/10). P.H. 6.
Fine beige clay,7.5YR 7/6. Fragment
of wall of a skyphos?Wall of deepbowledopenvase,with turnto lip
just preserved.Insidereserved,save
for bandat top;outsidepainteddown
to lowerwall.
The contextdatesto the 8th
century,while the shapeis that of a
PG bell-skyphos;the decorative
schemeis not, however,foundon
otherbell-skyphoi.
91 Skyphos,rim

W. JOHNSTON

Fig. 25

C10485 (82B/50). P.H. 3.9,
Diam. (rim)10. Fine pink-buffclay,
lOYR7/6. Fragmentof rim andbowl
of a skyphos.Low,evertedrim.Very

92 Skyphos,rim

Fig. 25

C10706 (81B/67). P.H.2.4,
Diam. (rim)ca. 13. Fine palebeige
clay,5YR 7/4. Singlefragmentof rim
and shoulder.Paintedinside,savefor
narrowbandnearlip.Two reserved
bandson lip outside,restglazed.
93 Skyphos,rim

Fig. 25

C10698 (82B/50). P.H.2.3,
Diam. (rim)13.2,Th. (wall)0.25.
Fine pink-buffclay,5YR 7/4. Two
nonjoiningfragmentsof rim of a
skyphos(ratherthan cup).Finewalled,with low,concaverim,offset
fromthe shoulderby a groove.
Probablyoncewhollypainted.7

KANTHAROI

94 Kantharos

Fig. 26

C10041 (82A/25). H. with handles ca. 12; Diam. (foot) 5.2. Fine
light buff-brownclay,5YR 7/6. Thirteen fragments,a fewjoining,of foot,
body,and handles.The preserved
handlefragmentscannoteasilybe accommodatedto a singlehandle;the
restoredrim remainsconjectural.Flat
foot. Extremelyworn surface;traces
of paintremainon inside,underneath
the foot, and on the outsideof the
handles;probablyoncewholly
glazed.
95 Kantharos
C7039 (36B/21). P.H. 7.3,
Diam. (rim)ca. 13. Fine ware,light
buff-brown(7.5YR7/6). Twenty

smallsherdsfromrim to belly,with
partsof both handles;see Callaghan
andJohnston2000, no. 259. Unpainted.
The S profileand thick,narrow
handleareearlyfeaturesin cups,
wherethe type survivesinto the early
LG period.Cf Coldstream1972,
p. 83, fig. 8, E3A
96 Kantharos(?)

Fig. 26

C10705 (82A/10). Diam. (foot)
7.4, W. (handle)2.8. Fine micaceous
red-tanclay,2.5YR 6/8. Eight fragments,mendingto six, of an open
vasewith at leastone verticalstrap
handle;low ringfoot andflat floor.
Undersidereserved,reststreakily
paintedred-brown.
Import.

cups

There is considerablevariety in the treatment of lip and bowl of the many
black-glazed cups from the building; however,the fabricis normally rather
heavy and the foot almost always flat or slightly concave (e.g., from 82A/
48); one foot, in 82A/30, whose material otherwise is solidly MG, has a
slight groove around the outer part of the underside, while others have a
slightly raised disk foot (e.g., from 81B/65). High and low rims appear in
the same pails (e.g., 82A/50 and 52), the latter far more common, though

7. Most pails have isolated skyphos
fragments:from 82B/50, fifteen feet
from cups or skyphoi,twelve painted,
three reservedunderneath;from 82A/
16-16A, joining fragmentsof a darkglazed skyphosbase with ring foot;
from 82A/26, severalrims and a ring
foot; and from 82A/32, a foot similarto
that from 82A/26 (undersideand lower
wall reserved)and a rim similarto 91.
8. From 82A/25 there is also a rim
and wall fragmentof a thin-walled,
straight-sided,painted kantharos,
lightly ribbedhorizontally.
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Figure 26. Building Z. Kantharoi
and cups. Scale 1:3

three vessels in 82A/16 have a high rim. The handle tends to be attached
to the top of the rim, neither clearly inside nor outside. The examples given below are among the better-preserved pieces. Comparable is the range
of shapes found in room G at Phaistos (Rocchetti 1974-1975, pp. 261262).
97

Cup, rim

C7045 (36B/2). P.H. 3, Diam.
(rim) ca. 12. Fine ware, 7.5YR 7/6.
Profile rim to shoulder; see
Callaghan and Johnston 2000, no.
257. Fully painted.
MG. For the type, cf. Fortetsa,
no. 1032, pl. 62; Coldstream 1972,
p. 95, no. D105.
98

Cup

Fig. 26

C9721 (82B/50 and 53). H. 9,

Diam. (foot) 4.9. Fine pinkish brown
clay, 5YR 7/3 to 7/4. Twenty-one
fragments, many joining. Tall, slightly
concave lip; narrow body and flat
base, with pronounced pimple at
center inside. Handle lost. Very worn
outside. Once wholly painted.
99

Cup

Fig. 26

C7919 (65A2/23). P.H. 3.7,
Diam. (rim) ca. 12. Fine orange-buff
clay, 5YR 7/6. Two joining fragments

2I6
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of rim and shoulder.Low slightly
concavelip;threeslightgroovesat
top of shoulder;roundedbody,with
fairlythickwalls.Once wholly
painted.
100 Black-glazedcup

Fig. 26

C9581 (82A/17). P.H. 6.8,
Diam. (rim)13.5,W. (handle)1.6.
Fine buffclay,5YR 8/4, rather
porous.Fifteenfragments,some
joining,of rim,wall,andhandle.
Fairlystraightandlow offset rim;
flattenedhandle.Paintorangebrown,muchworn.Once wholly
painted.

OTHER
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101 Black-glazed cup

Fig. 26

C10717 (82A/25). P.H. 9,
Diam. (rim) ca. 15.5. Fine pale,
greenish buff clay,2.5YR 7/2; soft
fabric, perhaps affected by burial
environment. Seven fragments,
mending to two, of rim, handle, and
body. Nearly vertical lip, simply
offset from shoulder. Very worn, but
once wholly painted.
102 Cup, rim

Fig. 26

C10483 (82B/54). RH. 5.2,
Diam. (rim) 10. Fine, rather porous,
pale buff clay, lOYR 8/3. Fragment
of rim and wall. Plain everted rim
and rounded bowl. Dipped in dark
paint.

SHAPES

103 Uncertainshape

Fig. 28

C10710 (82A/26 and27). P.H.
3.7, Diam. 20. Fine buff-brownclay,
7.5YR 6/6. Uncertainshape,perhaps
to be turnedround,as a lid;four
wornfragments,threejoining.Triple
ribbingon outsideof rim;wall turns
out a little at lowest-preserved
point.
Darkpaint.Insideplain;bandover
outsideof rim,reservedareaat break.
104 Uncertainshape

Fig. 27

C9679 (82B/50).Max.p. dim.
7.2. Fine pink clay,5YR 6/4. Single
fragmentfromratherelaboratepiece.
Paintedoutsidein mottledchocolateredglaze.The piece suggestsan
amphoraneck,but a swellingtop left
is not normallyfoundnearhandle
attachments,and therearepartsof

two holes preserved, top left and
right, which run diagonally or
obliquely through the fabric.
105 Chytra

Fig. 28

C9554 (82A/16). H. 10.3,
Diam. (rim) 12, Diam. (foot) 4.4.
Fine buff clay, 5YR 5/3, with dark
gray surface.Twenty-six fragments
of rim, body, handle, and base of a
small chytra. Delicate form, with
offset rim; flat base.
The piece is unusual; though
the clay is of fine consistency, with
little temper, the surface is porous
and unpolished. If this had been a
black-glazed piece, it might have
been dated late in the 8th century.

Extremely worn fragments of a lid, or possibly kalathos (C11248), come
from 82A/26.
COOKING

WARE

106 Cookingpot, rim

Fig. 28

C9698 (82B/52 and53).
P.H. 5.8. Coarselight brownclay,
7.5YR 6/4, with wide varietyof
inclusions.Fournonjoiningfragmentsof rim andwall.Deep bowl
with simpleevertedrim;partof a

lug handle,close to rim,preserved
on one fragment.Rim warped.
A piece of similarfabricfrom
a lowerlevel (82B/55) has part
of a small,round,verticalhandle
at the samepoint as the lug
here.

Figure 27. Uncertain shape 104
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Figure 28. Various shapes from
Building Z and later material.
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107 Cooking pot, rim

ALAN

Fig. 28

C10479 (82B/52). H. of
largest fragment 5.4, Diam. (rim)
ca. 20. Coarse ware, full red-brown
in core, 5YR 5/6, with a little mica.
Two nonjoining fragments of rim

W. JOHNSTON

of a shallow cooking pot. Ledge
rim, slightly concave with light
molding below; the start of the
outturn of a spout preserved on one
fragment.

In 82B/50 there was much cooking ware of various shapes but no complete profile. From 82A/16A came one leg and much of the lower part of
a tripod cooking pot with a flat floor. Otherwise, such ware was very sporadic and fragmentary.Fragments of a pithos with herringbone incised
decoration on at least one raised band came from severalpails, 82A/26, 27,
32, 52, and 53.

UPPER LEVELS
The levels above ca. 4.30 m show consistent evidence of later dating, after
the solidly MG to earliest LG terminus ante quem of the material considered so far. Later material is particularly evident at the east end of the
gallery at this level. Added separatelyto the catalogue are a few pieces of
interest from the rather scrappy surface levels above ca. 4.60 m, where
burning and limpets, plus cooking-ware sherds, reflect regular 7th-century open-air activity.The highest-preserved point of the walls of Z lies at
4.86 m; this level is fairly uniform, as if it were the product of intentional
leveling.
The pails of relevance are listed in Table 1. I list the materialbelow by
section from east to west, and from lower levels upward.
108 Transport amphora,
handle

Fig. 29

C9697 (83C/64). P.L. 12.7,
Diam. at break 3.2. Slightly micaceous, rather coarse, clay, gray in core,
rose-pink in "halo"around core
(1OYR6/4) and orange on surface
(5YR 7/6). Five fragments of handle,
virtually round in section; lower part
of handle, near shoulder join, is
ridged outside. Surface worn.
The shape is typically Lesbian,
and this piece seems to be a very
early example of a red-fired variety of
Lesbian amphora, though the clay
has less mica than one would expect.
Dupont (1998, pp. 160-161) lists
examples of such early material.The
handle does not seem to accord with
the "Phocaean"variety of such jars as
published by Ozygit 1994, pp. 88-90.
The pail concerned is from a level
which, a little to the west, in and
immediately outside Z, is below that
of the transition from pure MG to

later material;this piece is
stratigraphically intriguing.

109 Amphora, rim/neck

Fig. 30

C9671 (81B/61). Diam (rim)
ca. 15. Fine brownish pink clay, 5YR
7/4, slipped creamy white. Two
joining fragments of neck and rim of
a thick-walled amphora; offset at
base of lip; rest lost. Inside reserved,
as far as preserved. Decoration in
dark paint: rim and upper part of
neck painted; frieze of linked Xs;
painted below.

Figure 29. Transport amphora 108

110 Hydria(?), handle, body, and foot
C9651 (81B/50D, 56A, 61;
83C/59 and 61). Max. p. dim. 35;
Diam. (foot) 12.3. Micaceous graybrown to pink clay, 7.5YR 6/2 to
5YR 7/6. Gray surface. Over eighty
fragments of foot, body, and one
handle probably of a hydria. Closed
vase with ring foot and furllbody; low

Figure 0. Ampora 10

Figure 30. Amphora 109
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and thin floor.Root of a horizontal
handleon one fragment.Surface
generallyworn.Variegatedfiring
makesdefinitionof decoration
difficult,compoundedby uncertainties whetherthereareone or two pots
here.Bandon outsideof foot and on
lowerwall;threebandsbelowwaist;
partsof a sinuousbandpreservedin
or
zone above,perhapsof "mustache"
"scroll"
shape.
PerhapsEast Greek.The stratigraphydoes not allowa close dating.
111 Amphora(?),neck
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C9650 (81B/50E).P.H. 9.7,
Diam. (neck)ca. 13. Semicoarsebuffpink clay,5YR 7/4, with reddercore;
grayand redinclusions.Fourjoining
fragmentsof neck.Broadblackbands
partlypreservedat top andbottom,
with broadverticalbandconnecting
them.Addedwhite decorationon the
glaze:concentriccirclesbetweenpairs
of lines on lowerband,stacked
chevronsbetweenpairsof lines on
verticalband,and two lines preserved
on upperband.
LG or EarlyOrientalizing.
White-on-darkis rarelyfound
preservedat Kommos.Forearly,MG,
examplesof the technique,see the
black-glazedcupfromEleutherna,
Stampolidis1990, p. 389, fig. 17, and
pithoslids and cupsfromKnossos,
KNC,pp. 330 and389.
112 Krater(?),
body

Figure31. Krater(?)112

Fig. 31

C9746 (83C/61). Max.p. dim.
6.4. Fine redclay,lOR 6/6. Single
fragmentof bodywall.Decoration
extremelyworn.Double concentric
circleslinkedtangentiallyto another
motif;two bandsbelow,paintedarea
above.
Orientalizing.
113 Krater,pedestal

Figure 32. Krater 113

Fig. 28

Fig. 32

C9667 (82B/49). Max.p. dim.
4.5. Fine buff clay,5YR 6/6, with
some mica.Singlefragmentof
pedestal.Partsof threeribsof stem
preservedandpartof top of foot. Extremelyworn;remainsof red-brown
painton outside.
Perhapsfromthe samevase
as 60.

114 Kalathos

Fig. 28

C9668 (82B/49). H. 3.2, Diam.
8.5. Fine buff clay, 7.5YR 8/6. Two
joining fragments of a small kalathos.
String-cut base, thin walls with
slightly everted lip; one small excrescence preserved on top of lip. Plain.
The type may be of Cretan
pedigree, though might be termed a
miniature; cf. the MG-LG piece,
Coldstream 1972, p. 96, no. 110.
115 Cup

Fig. 28

C10487 (82B/49). H. ca. 11,
Diam. (rim) 12, Diam. (foot) 4. Fine
pale beige clay, 7.5YR 7/6. Nineteen
fragments, mending to twelve. Profile
not completely preserved. Fine build;
slightly raised base; thick handle.
Once wholly painted.
The shape and build suggest a
LG date or a little later.
116 Jug, body and foot

Fig. 28

C10690 (82B/46, 47,48). RH.
20.4, Diam. (foot) 7. Fine light graybuff clay, l0YR 7/4. Twenty-one
fragments, mending to ten. Complete
profile, save for upper parts and
handle. Very fine vessel. Dull brown
paint: band on outside of foot and
another on lower wall; band above
three lines at waist; crosshatched
triangles, painted a little irregularly,
at top of shoulder; two bands
preserved on lower neck.
LG or Early Orientalizing.
Cf. Fortetsa,no. 704, pl. 45, for
the general decorative system and
shape.
117 Amphora, neck and
shoulder

Fig. 33

C10080 (82B/45, 47, 48).
Diam. 32. Nearly fine salmon-pink
clay, 7.5YR 8/5, with paler buff
surface.Twenty-one fragments,
mending to thirteen. Large, fullbodied amphora with round handles; slight inset at base of neck,
of which 5 cm is preserved. Dull
brown glaze, terribly worn. Band at
base of neck and parts of two broad
bands preserved on lower shoulder,
supporting sets of six concentric
semicircles.
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The piece seemsto be a LPG
survival;thereis a furtherpossible
fragment,froma lowerlevel,in
82B/55 (see abovep. 196).
118 Uncertainshape,body

Fig. 28

C10688 (82B/47). P.H.5.6.
Fine buff clay,lOYR7/6, morepink
in core,with manydarkinclusions.
Singlefragmentof wall of closedvase.
Verywornpaint:partof a hatched
zigzag,a diagonalline, and a small
circularmotif preserved.
119 Uncertainshape,body

Fig. 28

C10700 (82B/47). P.H. 6.6. Fine
pink-tanclay,5YR 6/6, with redinclusions.Fragment,probablyof lower
wall,of a closedvase.Insideand edges
extremelyworn.Partof a bandof
solid doubleaxesand sets of at least
fiveverticalspreservedbetween
bands.
LG?The motifwas spread,no
doubtvia Attic MG, to manyareasof
the Greekworld.The clayappears
Cretan.
120 Krateriskos
or pyxis

Fig. 28

C10714 (82B/45 and47). P.H.
9.6, Diam. (rim)17.8. Semicoarse
pinkishbuff clay,7.5YR 7/6, with
manyinclusions.Thirteenfragments,
somejoining.Much burnt.Upper

partsof some formof largebowl;
sharplymodeled,evertedrimwith
ridgebelow.Upperpartspainted
outside;perhapsa friezeof double
concentriccirclesbelow (Fig. 28
showsthe only set well preserved,
on two fragments);two lines and a
bandpreservedon the lowerparts.
7th century.An unusualshape,
with crispmoldingand hard,but
nearlycoarse,clay;vesselseemsto
havebeen used for cooking.
121 Jug(?),body
C10689 (82B/45).4.5 x 4.1, Th.
0.6. Fine buff-pinkclay,5YR 6/4. Two
joining fragmentsof wall perhapsof a
jug. Broadbandof dull darkpaint
with a set of five concentriccircles
(pluscentraldot) in addedwhite on it.
Anotherrareexampleof white-ondarkdecoration,thoughnot closely
datable.
122 Cup or kantharos,
rim and handle

Fig. 34

C9576 (82A/20). P.H. 7.6 (with
handle),Diam. (rim)14. Fine light
redclay,2.5YR 5/6, with muchsmall
mica.Eight fragments,mostlyjoining, of rim,wall,and handle.Deep
with straightwall,flaringslightlyat
plainlip;one heavy,verticalstraphandle preserved.Wholly paintedin dark
glaze,savefor areabehindhandle.

Figure 33. Larger pieces from
Building Z and upper levels.
Scale 1:6
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of some of the stirrup-kraters
and
skyphoi.An 8th-centurydatewould
thereforebe indicated.

Cf. Fortetsa,no. 1057, pl. 73,
though our piece may be an import.
LG?

C10713 (82A/23A and 20).
H. 10.2, Diam. (rim) 14.3. Fine
salmon-pink clay, 5YR 7/8. Twentythree fragments, mending to five.
Unusual transition of "collared"
shoulder to lip. Fairly fine fabric.
Wholly painted; orange inside,
dark,but streaky outside.
Perhaps later than MG.
124 Jug or aryballos, body

Fig. 34

C10708 (82A/20). P.H. 3.2.
Fine orange-buff clay, 7.5YR 6/6,
with pale buff surface. Single fragment of shoulder. Small jug or
aryballos,with turn of neck just
preserved.Worn. Parts of two highly
irregularcrosshatched triangles
preserved.
LG? Cf. Fortetsa,p. 171, no. 41,
"mainlyLPG, except the aryballoi
which are LG."
125 Jug, body and foot

Fig. 34

C10709 (82A/14 and 24). P.H.
13.2, Diam. (foot) 6. Fine pinkish
beige clay, 5YR 6/6, with some large
inclusions. Twenty joining fragments
of foot and body. Flat-based jug with
very narrow neck; handle not preserved. Worn paint: band at base and
two on lower wall; four close-set
bands on shoulder.
126 Skyphos, rim

131 Cup,rim andbody

Fig. 34

123 Cup

Figs. 34, 35

C10707 (82A/23). P.H. 1.5,
Diam. (rim) ca. 16. Fine buff clay,
7.5YR 6/6. Two joining fragments of
rim and shoulder.Top of low rim
completely worn. Narrow reserved
band on outside of lip; top of frieze
preserved below.
The presumed height of the
frieze suggests that the motif
consists of sigmas, not chevrons;
chevron skyphoi, of whatever origin,
are not otherwise attested at the site.
The decoration here floats in the
field, and, together with the short,
low lip, indicates a LG date.

Figure 35. Skyphos 126
127 Cup

Fig. 34

C 10697 (82A/7, 13, 14). H. 9. 1,
Diam. (rim) 12.7. Fine red-brown
clay, 5YR 5/6. Twelve fragments,
mending to three, of a cup, about
half-preserved. Rather heavy,with
low everted lip and flat base. Once
wholly painted.

The buildclearlybelongsto the
MG tradition.

128 Cup

Fig. 34

C10037 (82A/13). H. with
handle 12.5, Diam. 15.6, Diam.

(foot) 7. Fine, rathersoft,pink-buff
clay,5YR 7/6 to 7.5YR7/6. Twenty
fragments,includingtwojoiningsets.
Ratherheavybuild,with slightly
concavebase.Paintedred-brown
inside and out.
Similarto 127.
129 Amphora,rim/neck

Fig. 33

C9628 (82A/11 and 13).
P.H.
16.8, Diam. (rim) 18. Mediumcoarse
reddishyellowclay,5YR 7/6. Five
fragments,fourjoining,of rim and
neck.Broadneck,flaringto rimwith
vertical outer face, considerably hol-

lowedon inside.Lip painted;lower
neckpainted,as faras preserved;
horizontalzigzag at mid-neck.
Cf. 22 above.
130 Closed vessel

C10050 (82A/7 and 13). Diam.
(foot) 5. Fine orange-redclay,paler
surface,2.5YR 6/6. Eight fragments,
two (fromboth pails)joining,of
lower parts of a small closed vase.

Worn,noticeablyon breaks.Heavy
wheel marksinside.Flat baseand
slim body.Paintedstreakilyin dull
red-brownglaze.
The fabricis comparableto that

Fig. 34

C10038 (82A/12). P.H. 10,
Diam. (rim) 11.2. Fine buff clay,5YR
7/4. About fortyfragmentsof upper
partsof a cup.Globularbodywith
low,nearlyverticallip. Sturdystrap
handle.Wholly painted.
The shapeis typologicallyearly,
but the fine buildwouldbe unusual
in MG.
rim
132 Kantharos(?),
andbody

Fig. 34

C10051 (82A/11). P.H. 7.5,
Diam. (rim) 12. Fine pink-buff,
micaceousclay,7.5YR 8/6. Five fragments,threejoining,of an openvase,
perhapsa kantharos.Straightwall,
with slightlyflaringlip. Veryworn;
once whollypaintedin brown-fired
glaze,savefor narrowbandnearrim
inside.

An import;reminiscentof the
developedChianchaliceand also
Samiancups(cf. Furtwangler1980,
p. 209, fig. 16.II/1).
133 Cup,rim,body,
and handle

Fig. 34

C10701 (82A/11). P.H. 6.4,
Diam. (rim) 14. Semicoarsebeigebrownclay,7.5YR 6/6, moreredin
core,with muchincludedmatter;
creamsurface.Fourfragments,two
joining,of lip,wall,andhandle.
Upperpartswith heavystraphandle;
fairlylow and straightlip.Tracesof
paintremaining;probablyonce
whollypainted(or dipped).
This is anothercup of MG tradition at a high levelin BuildingZ;
cf. 127.
134 Krater,pedestal
C7047 (36B/2). Diam. (base)ca.
20. Fine ware,beige-buff,5YR 6/6.
Six fragmentsof pedestal;Callaghan
andJohnston2000, no. 264. Painted
on the exterior,savefor three
reservedhorizontals.
Type and datesimilarto materialfromlowerlevels,see 57ff
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To be added to the catalogued material above are the following pieces of
clear 7th-century date:
83C/61: body fragments of a Chian amphora, Protocorinthian
kotyle handle, Orientalizing amphora sherd.
81B/50E: Protocorinthian linear kotyle sherd.
81B/61: amphora foot in coarse red clay,with joining fragments
from 82B/51 and 83C/59.
82B/49: several fine-walled black-glazed cup fragments and one
foot with a groove near the outer edge, comparable to that in
82A/30 (p. 214 above), but more crisply modeled.
82B/48: several black-glazed cup feet with concave underside and
perhaps a body fragment from a Samian amphora.
82B/47: a very worn body fragment, perhaps from a Chian amphora.
82B/45: two Lesbian amphora body fragments; a fine juglet base,
with a groove at the edge of the underside and a spiral of glaze
at the center; and a chytra of fine fabric with tall lip.
82B/41: lowest appearanceof Protocorinthian (worn kotyle fragments) within the area of Z, together with clearly later 7thcentury black-glazed cup feet. Fragments of a pithos with an
impressed circle frieze on a raised band were found in both
82B/41 and 45.
82A/19: little clearly later than MG, though the handle of a jug
with a wavy line down it probably is so. Cooking ware is scarce
in this area,but this pail has part of a flat-floored tripod bowl
(other sherds in 82A/13 and 18).
82A/23 and 23A: scraps of fine-walled black-glazed cups.9
From the surface levels, three pieces are of particularinterest:
135 Amphora,rim and neck Fig. 36

Figure36. Amphora135

9. Onepailthatis fromtheselevels
butseemsto haveonly8th-century
materialis 82A/20(above4.27 m);
therearemanybasesof cupsand
skyphoi,andlargervases,allflat(save
fora probablepedestaledkraterfloor
The pailalsocontainsrim
fragment).
clayfroma
fragmentsof "blue-core"
by sherdsin 82A/15
vaserepresented
and15A.

C9670 (83C/59). P.H. 7.5,
Diam. (rim)ca. 14. Micaceousgraybrownclay,with lightersurface,5YR
5/1. Sixjoining fragmentsof neck
and rim. Rathersquarebut simple
lip; slightridgeon neckbelow.Plain.
Lesbiantransportamphoraof
veryearlytype;see Dupont 1998, pp.
159-160, for earlyparallels.
136 Open vessel,body
and foot

Fig. 34

C10711 (82B/42). P.H. 8, Diam.
(foot) 7.8. Micaceousfine tan clay,
7.5YR 6/6. Threejoiningfragments
of lowerpartof an openvase.Flat
foot and steepwalls.Ratherroughly
finishedinside.Wholly painted,save
for underside.The paintinside
precludesthe most obviousinference

that this is a closedvase,such as an
olpe, thoughone maynote the rough
finishof the insideof East Greek
pyxides;Kerschner1997, col. 185,
with note 67.
Fig. 34 (part)
137 Amphoraor
hydria,bodyand foot
C10712 (82B/41). Diam. (foot)
ca. 14. Fine micaceoustan clay,
7.5YR6/6, with graycoreandpale
beige surface.Six fragments,joining
to three,of foot andbody.Tall,
splayingringfoot. Bandeddecoration
in dull red-brownglaze:bandon
outsideof foot (not extendingonto
wall);doublebandon lowerbody;
wavyband,ca. 1.0 thickon small
bodyfragment.
Typicalof a rangeof East Greek
amphorasfoundon the site;7th
century.
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GENERAL REMARKS
As noted in the introduction,we have here a good cross-sectionof local
potterystyles of ca. 800-725 B.C., with finds from the earlierIron Age
levels being very poorlypreservedand almostwholly discretefrom the
materialfromthe phaseof use above.
the potterydistributiongoes someway to confirmStratigraphically,
ing that a secondfloorwas laid at ca. 4.35 m, abovethe largedepositin
82B/50, althoughsome sherdsfrompots foundmainlybelowthis floordo
appearin higherlevels.Certainly,stylisticallylaterpotteryonly beginsto
be foundat this point,with some sherdsclearlyshowingLate Geometric
to Early Orientalizingtrends;there is an admixtureof earliermaterial,
with a little Minoanpottery,but amountsareverysmalluntilwe reacha
levelwherethe areaseemsto havebeen once moreopen land,into which
BronzeAge residuedriftedsometimein the 7th century.A moreprecise
datefor the end of the periodof use of BuildingZ is less easyto establish,
largelybecauseof the chronologicallyrecalcitrantnatureof the pottery
found,10though therearealso difficultiesin distinguishingwhich sherds
arefrom the final phaseof use of Z and which are fromlateruse of the
area.
The potterythat can be surelyattributedto the main periodof use,
however,can be definitivelyisolatedand attributedto the Middle Geometricperiod,probablylate in it. There are few obviousexceptions,of
which 41, primarilyfoundto the north,and 14, which is one of the few
tolerablywell preservedlargevessels,arethe clearestexamples,bracketing
eitherside of MG. Much of the materialfromwithin the buildingis preservedin smallfragments,with no joining sherdsfoundoutside;the erosion to the west hamperscloserargument,but it wouldseemthata residue
of sherdsfrompots once usedin the buildingremainedthere,andthatwe
might think of a periodof use in veryroughtermsof abouttwo generations." Anotherpossibleway of consideringthe chronologyis to reflect
on the lackof Corinthianpotteryin BuildingZ; does this indicatea "preThapsos"date,thereforeearlierthanapparentlycomparablematerialfrom
the temple area?An unhelpful,but fair,answeris that CorinthianLG
potteryis so rareat Kommosthatwe shouldnot expecta piece to appear
in the restricted corpus of Building Z.12

There is in fact no Corinthianpotteryat all in BuildingZ, and the
amountof other importedmaterialis small;Phoenicianpotteryis scant
(thoughnot absent),and a numberof micaceousvases,mostlyof closed
shape,will havehad a Euboean,Cycladic,or East Greekorigin;they are
morefrequentlyencounteredin the upperlevels.It is probablethat some
kratersand skyphoiare importsfrom elsewherein Crete.The rangeof
shapesis wide andvarietyof decorationwithin each shapealso considerable,to the extentthat it is rarethat closelysimilarvasesarefound.There
are clear exceptionsin the very fragmentaryamphoraswith concentric
semicircleson the shoulder(the majorityof which are includedin the
sets"of krater,
catalogueabove),the black-glazedcups,andthe"symposium
skyphos, and (more rarely)jug; the import 12 and the later 110 also conceal more than one piece. Overall in Building Z the number of decorated

10. It is largelylocal and without
strong diagnosticfeatures.For Knossos,
cf. Coldstreamand MacDonald 1997,
p. 237: "closedating of seventh century
sherdsis rarelypossible."
11. FurtherMG materialwas found,
apparentlyredeposited,in disturbed
levels in Gallery4 to the south (trench
86F); equallyfragmentary,this material
presentsno joins with materialfrom Z
nor with the temple deposits.These
sherdswill be treatedmore fully in my
third reporton the Iron Age pottery,
but they are noted here as the only
other concentratedset of contemporary
materialexcavatedin the vicinity of Z.
12. This materialis treatedin
CallaghanandJohnston 2000, p. 312,
n. 12; the amount is very restricted.
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13. The attempt to differentiate
between symposiumand other vessels
has alwaysseemed to me to be largely
misplaced,since most allegedly
diagnosticmaterialwould be suitable
for a range of social activity.Certainly
the whole corpusof any materialhas to
be examinedas a unit for confident
conclusionsto be drawn,and in the
case of Z, it may be only the sheer
amount of pottery and the relative
elaboratenessof much of it that point
to a "higher"social use such as in a
symposiumat a festival.
14. See Shaw and Shaw 1993,
p. 177, and Kommos IV, pp. 25-26.
15. For the dating and use of
Building Q see Johnston 1993, esp.
pp. 374-376, and for the architecture,
see KommosIV, pp. 14-36.
16. For a useful statementof the
possibilities,see Vink 1996, even if a
little overgeneralon the difficultiesof
dating the pottery.
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amphoraswould originally have been substantial,but larger semicoarse or
coarse pithoi appear in a very restricted number of fragments.
In many respects, the character of the period-of-use pottery can be
matched closely with that from the temple area deposits, though the virtual lack of joins between the two areas does notprimafacie suggest that
Building Z acted simply as a storage facility for festival equipment. In
both areasvessels that could not be described as such equipment are rare.13
There are indeed differences in the assemblages, for example, no trace of
figurines in Z, more pedestaled kratersin Z, and a greater variety of cups
and skyphoi in the temple area,but it might be impertinent in view of the
incomplete recovery of the material there (because of overlying features)
and the highly fragmentary nature of Z to describe these differences as
significant, except perhaps with respect to the kraters(adding those mentioned in note 11 above), which do point to sympotic activity being more
frequent than, or at least of a different characterfrom, whatever such activity was carried out in the temple area. The closer definition of such
activity,whether reflecting a Cretan form of syssition or more "mainland"
style of male commensality, is scarcely possible on available evidence.
Nonceramic finds are very few, most noticeably a set of four iron points
from a relatively high level (82A/8), two probable spindle whorls (from
different areas), and some fishhooks (also from a high level, 82A/48), together with a few worked stones-a mortar and ten stone fishing weights.
Substantial traces of hearths, together with bones, limpets, and pumice,
complete the picture of food preparationactuallyin the building,14 though
we have noted that cooking ware is of no great prominence. There are
some pointers here to Building Z being a form of andreion, certainly not a
cooking-free andreion of later type, but naturallythere are dangers in imposing later developments on 8th-century evidence.
The building would appearto have been abandoned by about the end
of the 8th century B.C.; some 7th-century sherds were found at a level
slightly below the highest remains of the walls of Building Z, but associated finds point to the area being open at the time. The material here
includes imported amphoras, and it may be tempting to suggest, with respect to the function of Z, that it was replacedby the long, snaky Building
Q_a little to the west-northwest, where 7th-century amphoras constitute
so much of the material recovered, and evidence of use as any form of
syssition is lacking.15The presence of these amphora sherds above Z could,
however, be misleading, since there would certainly appear to be a hiatus
between the end of the use of Z and the installation of Q possibly a hiatus
of some considerable extent that would remain even if we favored a radical
downdating of Late Geometric and Subgeometric material.16Yet one factor that begs an explanation remains: the architecture of Q_seems, in its
extraordinarylength and without contemporary parallel, to mimic a gallery of P. Could it not be modeled on Building Z, a reworking of one of the
galleries, thereby implying that Z was still at least visible when Q was
built? While it should be noted that Building Qwas a longer building
than Z could have been, it may be that Q took as its model another of the
galleries that may have remained visible, possibly still in use, well down
into the 7th century.This does not of course nulliflyany argument that the
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functions of Q_and Z were similar, but to support it, at least on current
evidence, an explanation would be required concerning the location, or
indeed locations, of those functions through much of the 7th century.
There are no comparable corpora of material published from individual buildings in central Crete, a situation that one hopes can be rectified in the near future. It is to be regretted that the finds from similarly
dated rooms at Phaistos are even more fragmentary than this set from
Kommos, while those from Gortyn are naturally to be associated more
with the sanctuary material at our site.'7This publication is therefore intended as an initial exploration rather than the final word.

17. Phaistos:Rocchetti 1974-1975,
where there is a broaderchronological
spreadfrom each room;parallelsexist
for many of the Kommos types at a
generallevel, but few with respectto
specific cases. Gortyn: Rizza and
Scrinari1968. In neither publication
are there publishedmore than a few
profiles of the material.
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